
Describe and simulate the processes of growth 
and development

Models that are physiologically appropriate and 
thermodynamically valid

Experiments on in vitro tissue in parallel
   Descriptive model driven and validated by experiment

     Model drives the controlled experiments
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Introduction

Development of tissue

Goals

Comparison with neonatal tissue

  Tissue engineering

  Issues that arise

Open system (with respect to mass)

Interacting and interconverting species

Species diffusing with respect to a solid phase 
(fluid, precursors, byproducts)

Mixture physics

Biological model

Capability to engineer constructs which model 
real tissue

Carefully control environment and apply stimuli to 
control growth and remodelling
   Mechanical loading in bioreactors
   Chemical evironment and nutrient supply

 Mechanics

  Balance of mass and momentum

  Achievements and future work

Energy balance, constitutive laws

  Example

Growth/Resorption: Addition/Loss of mass
e.g. Densification of bones

Remodelling: Change in microstructure
e.g. Alignment of trabeculae to the axis of external loading

Morphogenesis: Change in macroscopic form
e.g. Development of an embryo from a fertilized egg

[Taber - 1995]

Engineered tendon construct in vitro that is morphologically and 

functionally similar to neonatal tissue

Morphological comparison of the 
engineered constructs to 2 day old 
neonatal rat tendon

Comparison of the stress-strain 
response of the engineered 
construct to embryonic chicken 
tendon

[Calve et al. - 2003]

Physiologically consistent continuum formulation 
describing growth in an open system

Relevant driving forces arise from thermodynamics

Consistent with mixture theory

Applying present theory to 3D tissues involving 
multiple species diffusing and reacting

Formulated the remodelling problem – Preliminary 
results

9 days 12 days

15 days 3 months

Developing a mathematical framework to 
describe and simulate the complex processes of 
growth in a biological tissue

Provide a predictive capability for our 
experiments on engineered tissue with eventual 
application to surgery, wound healing, ...

[Calve et al. - 2003]

An idealized model of the cylindrical tendon construct


